
Fly of the Month                      The Chernobyl Ant  
 

 

Hook :-  Long shank 6-12 

 

Body :-  Closed cell foam sheet or Rainys round foam 

 

Legs  :-   Round rubber, Sililegs or similar 
           Basic Chernobyl Ant                                        

                                                                                      Sighter :- Small piece of bright foam or tuft of wool  

 

The Chernobyl Ant was devised in Utah in the 1980s by a couple of Green River guides, Mark 

Forslund and Allen Woolley. Some say it represents a large stonefly but the general consensus is 

that it’s just an all round terrestrial pattern that looks like a big mouthful of food to a trout. And not 

just to trout……in its homeland it is a proven fish catcher for most fly caught species.  Here in 

Tasmania it’s a good fly when the fish are on grasshoppers, twitched across the surface of lakes in 

the mudeye hatching season, or tumbled down fast water runs. 
 

There are many variations of the Chernobyl Ant, some of which look more extraterrestrial than 

terrestrial, but the basic pattern is quite easy to tie.  
 

Start by laying the foundation thread from the eye to a point just above the barb. Cut a strip of foam 

sheet or Rainys round foam approximately 1cm wide for the larger sizes, down to about 5mm for 

the smaller, and lash it firmly to the hook. At the same point attach the legs by placing a length of 

the round rubber each side of the hook, held by the bindings used to lash the foam to the shank. The 

legs should form a V out from the body. Now lift the foam strip and wind the tying thread forward 

to a couple of millimetres behind the eye, pull the foam strip forward and lash it to the hook. Add 

the front legs in the same manner as the rear. At this stage you can also tie a piece of brightly 

coloured foam or tuft of wool as a sighter. Lift up the foam, take the thread to the eye and tie off in 

the usual way. All that remains is to trim the foam so that a little overhangs the eye and bend of the 

hook.  
 

As can be seen from the sample pictures below you can let your creative imagination run wild when 

tying Chernobyl Ants. Not many of them actually look like ants ! You can use two different colours 

of foam on top of the hook or cover the hook with chenille before tying on the foam of choice. 

Three or four segmented bodies are popular as is a thread of contrasting colour to the foam. And if 

you don’t have Sililegs or one of the other proprietary brands of stretchy legs, strips from a thin 

rubber band will do the job. Go for it, the grasshopper season is about to start. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                                                          Alan T.        

  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~                                                      


